“My Heart Leaps Up”

“My Heart Leaps Up”
Enjoy this gift from me to
you. I designed this as a
present for my dearest
and hope you will do the
same. It was Made With
Love!
Cathy
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Model Stitch was stitched on 32ct WDW Parchment with 2-strands of WDW Baked Apple.
It was finished with a bit of 1” Scorched Linen Rick Rack by Dames of the Needle-From the
Cauldron and WDW wool Cinnabar HT.
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Lay rick rack across bottom of stitching. Trim edge of wool with pinked rotary blade, sew
over rick rack. With matching embroidery thread, stitch running stitch through sewing line
for decorative touch. Trim overall to desired size. With right sides together, sew in pillow
style leaving a small opening. I filled with walnut pieces. If filling with ground walnuts, you
will want to line back of stitching & wool with lightweight iron on interfacing.
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to copy & distribute. May be kitted. Please include Hands On Design name & logo on all copies.
Not for resale.
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